
ELITE GOGETTER PROGRAM
Overview & Benefits



LET'S GET YOU
STARTED!



Who is an Elite GoGetter?



An Elite GoGetter is someone who has done a great job as a GoGetter.

Who is an Elite GoGetter?



An Elite GoGetter is someone who has done a great job as a GoGetter.

Who is an Elite GoGetter?

Complete 50 Dispatch jobs on GoGet
Last job claimed <30 days ago
Average of 4.8 stars rating
No active strike

You're chosen as an Elite GoGetter because you have met
the following criteria:

 
1.
2.
3.
4.

 



What roles do Elite GoGetters play?



What roles do Elite GoGetters play?

Promote GoGet as a
business solution. 



What roles do Elite GoGetters play?

Promote GoGet as a
business solution. 

Role model to other
GoGetters.



Why should you be an Elite GoGetter?
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Earn extra 2% incentive when you complete 7
Premium Jobs a week.*

*T&Cs apply.
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Why should you be an Elite GoGetter?

Earn extra 2% incentive when you complete 7
Premium Jobs a week.*

Priority access to GoGet's special events or releases.

*T&Cs apply.

Receive an Elite GoGetter kit for FREE.*



How do I get the extra 2% incentive?



Complete at least 7
Premium jobs in a
week (Mon - Sun).

How do I get the extra 2% incentive?



Complete at least 7
Premium jobs in a
week (Mon - Sun).

How do I get the extra 2% incentive?

No strike.



What are                    Jobs?



What are                    Jobs?

Premium Jobs have higher fees



When will I receive the 2% Elite GoGetter incentive?



When will I receive the 2% Elite GoGetter incentive?

The incentive will only be updated
and appear in your payment
statement end of the week (after
Sunday, 1am).

Elite Incentive



How to be a 5-star Elite GoGetter?
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Wear your GoGetter uniform
or a presentable outfit when

doing GoGet jobs. 

Look presentable
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How to be a 5-star Elite GoGetter?

Wear your GoGetter uniform
or a presentable outfit when

doing GoGet jobs. 

Create a messaging template
E.g “Hi I’m GoGetter ______. I

will be arriving at __________ to
pick-up/deliver (item).

Promote GoGet services
with others via word of

mouth and social media.

Look presentable
Communicate easily

with Posters
Be an ambassador



How do I introduce GoGet?



How do I introduce GoGet?
GoGet is a community platform for reliable help

and trustable jobs. 



How do I introduce GoGet?
GoGet is a community platform for reliable help

and trustable jobs. 

Businesses or individuals can come onto GoGet and get
matched with reliable help or get a job within seconds.



FREE Elite GoGetter Set awaits*!

*Each Elite GoGetter is only eligible to receive one free Elite GoGetter Set
*Items in the set are subject to change based on GoGet's discretion.

*Free set will only be given to Elite GoGetters who are active at the time of GoGet's check prior to disbursement.
*Kindly allow up to 3 months for the instructions to redeem your free kit.



You're almost there!
Answer the quiz at http://bit.ly/elitegogetter 

https://bit.ly/elitegogetter

